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Abstract 
Jantzen, M., H. Petersen, Cancellation in context-free languages: enrichment by reduction, Theoret- 
ical Computer Science 127 (1994) 1499170. 
The following problem is shown to be decidable: Given a context-free grammar G and a string 
weX*, does there exist a string ueL(G) such that w is obtained from u by deleting all substrings ui 
that are elements of the symmetric Dyck set DT? 
The intersection of any two context-free languages can be obtained from only one context-free 
language by cancellation either with the smaller semi-Dyck set D\* c 0: or with DT itself. 
Also, the following is shown here for the first time: if the set EQ:= {xnXn 1 n&N} c D\* is used for 
this cancellation, then each recursively enumerable set can be obtained from linear context-free 
languages. 
Previous work has shown that cancellation of substrings from the semi-Dyck language D>* or 
from any of the former languages 07, or EQ, allows one to obtain the following from the context-free 
languages: any terminal Petri net language 114,163, the intersections of any context-free with 
a terminal Petri net language, and the nested iterated substitution thereof 1151. We generalize this 
characterization by showing that linear context-free languages suffice for generating terminal Petri 
net languages. In proving this we obtain a new closure property of the family of Petri net languages 
which is not shared by the context-free sets. 
1. Introduction 
Adding a further control mechanism to the somewhat limited power of context-free 
grammars is a rich source of new insights into the field of formal language theory. Let 
us only mention matrix grammars, indexed grammars and programmed grammars 
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(see [S]). In this paper we will investigate another approach: a context-free language is 
modified by a reduction xX-+;_ In fact, the iterated application of this reduction reduces 
the well known semi-Dyck set 0': over one pair of parentheses to the empty word II. 
Likewise, the two-sided reduction xX%+& Xx-A yields the symmetric Dyck set Df. 
Dyck reductions were studied in [ l-3,4,6,8,10,13,23-25] mostly by considering 
general Dyck sets having more than one type of parentheses for the cancellation which 
then yields the full class of recursively enumerable sets. This result is very famous and 
can be found in several places (see [lo, 25,221). It has been shown in [6] that even 
linear context-free languages are sufficient, a result recently rediscovered in [3]. In the 
case of only one pair of parentheses it is not yet clear whether the generated class of 
languages is equally rich. The authors extended the results of Savitch on cancellation 
grammars in [14, 153 and showed that the cancellation of complete substrings from 
the semi-Dyck language D \* in context-free languages not only yielded the full class 
& of terminal Petri net languages (see [l 1,12,21]), but their elementwise intersection 
with the context-free languages, i.e. the family L A Cf: The simulations used are even - 
strong enough for generating the closure with respect to nested iterated substitution 
and nonerasing homomorphisms of the above language class. 
Kimura uses the cancellation of two symbols as a means for describing restricted 
communication between systems [ 181. The context-free language models the system, 
the gaps between nonparentheses symbols represent communication channels and the 
parentheses model signal (resp. wait) messages. This point of view resembles coupled 
producer-consumer systems and therefore the relation to Petri net languages seems 
natural. Another related area is the reduction of picture words, where movements of 
some device - like a plotter pen, electron ray or laser - on a grid are minimized [4,20]. 
Retreats, i.e. movements of the device in one and then in the opposite direction, are 
deleted from regular and context-free languages. Obviously, we deal with the one- 
dimensional case of those problems. 
Kari’s thesis [ 171 investigates a variety of different operations on formal languages. 
In that work she covers what she calls “iterated deletion”, an operation similar to the 
one used here. Her overview over possible approaches to deletion and insertion in 
formal languages justifies an in-depth treatment like ours. 
Since it is known [l, 2,131 that regular sets are closed with respect to Dyck- 
reductions, the question arises as to which class of languages would be obtained by 
applying the cancellation with the semi-Dyck set D;* to the slightly larger class of 
linear context-free sets. As a first step in this direction we show here (see also [16]) 
how the class of terminal Petri net languages can be obtained from the linear 
context-free languages (,Gz) by complete cancellation of substrings from any of the 
sets EQ,D;*, or DT. 
To obtain that result the vectors ME NS are encoded by a string of opening brackets x of 
length c(m). The encoding homomorphism c : Ns + N \ { 0) uses a prime decomposition: 
c((m1,m2, ... mk, . . . m,,,)):=p;lLpT2 . . . py . ..JQ. 
where pk denotes the kth prime number in sequence 2,3,5, . 
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The new result presented here will show that even the intersections of two context- 
free languages form a subclass of Cj%oT and, moreover, their closure with respect to 
non-erasing homomorphisms and nested iterated substitution. To represent the 
intersection of any two context-free languages by cancellation from only one such 
language, a different n-ary encoding will be used. The comparison of the proofs reveals 
how reductions can be used in simulations of different storage devices like counters 
and pushdown stacks, and so our recent results not only add to the evolving 
knowledge about this interesting type of languages but might help in thoroughly 
understanding the power of reductions. 
2. Definitions and results 
Definition 2.1. Let Reg (resp. Lin, Cl; Cf”, Ret, RE) denote the family of regular sets --- -- 
(linear context-free, context-free, I-free context-free, recursive, and recursively enu- 
merable sets, respectively). 
Definition 2.2. Let X:= {xi, Xi ) 1 <id k} be an alphabet of k pairs of matching paren- 
theses, where xi is the opening and Xi the closing bracket. Cancelling a matching pair 
xiXi (1~ i < k) within a string UXiXiUE V*, where V is any alphabet containing Xk, 
yields the word uv. This one-step reduction is denoted by Ak(UXiXiU):= UD. D\* denotes 
the one-sided (or semi-) Dyck set of all strings WEX: which can be reduced to the 
empty string 1, by finitely many cancellations of type Ak. Instead of using the reduction 
based on Ak as in [2,15], we follow Kimura [18] and use the cancellation of subwords 
on a language K c VT with any set L c VT defined by 
w1 =uoolul . . . u,u, and w=uoul . ..u.>. 
K%L is called a Dyck,-reduction if L equals the Dyck set D\*. Whenever we use the 
Dyck sets DT, D’t, or EQ:= {x”X” ( HEN} we use the brackets x and X from the 
alphabet X:= {x,X} and omit the index 1 in Xk that is used only in the sets Dp, where 
k82. 
The canonical extension to families G&’ and Y is defined by 
x%_Y:= {K%LI KEX and LEZ’} 
and we will write Z-%2 as a shorthand for Y’%,(P}. 
For a class of languages 55’ we denote by H(V) the closure of @ with respect to 
non-erasing homomorphisms. If r is a substitution such that air for any symbol a, 
then we denote by z”(L) the operation of nested iterated substitution of the language 
L, the union of all languages obtained by finitely often applying z to L. A more 
detailed definition of this operation may be found in [9]. For a language class +$ we 
define the closure of w with respect to nested iterated substitution r”(V) to be 
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the smallest language class containing % and being closed under nested iterated 
substitution. 
For any family 97, let V?‘:= {L\{i_} ) LEG%} be a class of A-free languages. Often, but 
not always, we find %?’ E %‘. 
It has been shown in [lS] that the emptiness problem for the family Cf% D;* is 
undecidable. That proof at the same time shows the undecidability result for the 
families Cf %DT and Cf %EQ, because only subwords from the set EQ z D\* 5 DT 
were used for cancellation. The problem as to whether the family Cf % D;* only 
contains recursive sets is addressed though not solved, by the followingtwo results. 
Theorem 2.3. S!% DT 5 fi, ,for any family 2’ of languages closed w.r.t. inverse 
homomorphisms, intersection with regular sets andfor which we can effectively compute 
the Parikh image of every language. 
Theorem 2.4. Lin% EQ = RE. - 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. The proof of the first result uses the decidability of the 
emptiness of semilinear vector sets, is fairly straightforward and is only sketched. For 
any language K E 9, K _c (Vu X)* and each string w = wi w2.. w,, where W;E V \X, an 
algorithm will be given which decides whether WEK% DT. 
For each i, lbi<n+l, define Yi:=(Xi,Xi) and h: Y,,+X by h(xi):=x and 
h(xi):= X. Then 
L,:=h-‘(K)n YT{w,) Yt(w2) YJ...Y,*(w,} Y,*+j 
is a set the emptiness of which can be decided. Now, WCK % DT only if L, #8, and we 
have to decide whether there exists a string 
UiWiU~W2U3 . . . u,w,u,+i EL’ 
such that UiE YT is indeed an element of the symmetric Dyck set and has the same 
number of opening and closing brackets. To do this, we look at the Parikh image 
P:=$(L,) c Nzn+‘“’ which forms a semilinear vector set. If Q s hJ2n+tVt denotes the 
semilinear set which satisfies m(xi)=m(.%i) for each 1 <i<n and each element meQ 
and is arbitrary in the remaining coordinates, then QnP#@ if and only if 
w~K’/oDy. q 
Corollary 2.5. Cf % DT c Rec. - 
Obviously, the family Cf fulfills the desired closure properties; moreover, a simple 
diagonalization by enumerating strings and context-free grammars shows proper 
containment: the language :Wil wi~L(G,)%DT} is recursive but not equal to 
L(G,)%DT for any index k. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is more involved and the result should be compared with 
similar results by Frougny et al. [6] and Brandenburg and Dassow [3], who showed 
Lin%Dz=RE. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let E z (V\X)* be any recursively enumerable set which is 
accepted by M = (C, Z, ZSLaTl, ZA, K), a nondeterministic one-way two-counter 
automaton. Here JC:= V\X is the input alphabet, Z is the finite set of states with 
subsets Z,,,,, and Zend of initial and final states, respectively. 
The two counters are named A (resp. B) and can each be altered by operations cA 
(resp. cB), where cA and cB are elements of ( + 1, - 1, test} with the following meaning: 
1 
+ 1 add 1 to the respective counter, 
c/j ) cg:= - 1 subtract 1 from the respective counter, 
test this move only if the respective counter stores zero. 
K~Zx(Cu~)x(+1,-l,test}x{+1,-l,test)xZisthesetoftransitionsofMand 
an element (zi, y, cA, cB, zj)EK has the obvious meaning: move from state zi into state 
Zj, read the element y from the one-way input tape, and perform the operation cA or cB 
on the respective counter. M begins with an initial state and accepts WEE* if the 
transitions lead M to a final state while reading w and both counters are empty. The 
content of the two counters, (ml, m,)~ N2, is encoded unary by p:= 2”‘. 3m2~ N and 
will be encoded by strings of the form xp or X P. As in [16], the change of counter A by 
cA will be done by multiplying p by 2 if cA is + 1, by dividing by 2 if cA is - 1, or by 
checking whether division leaves a remainder of 1 if cA is “test”. Division will be done 
by successively subtracting 2 from p, which can be encoded by using 2 closing brackets 
X as often as possible. If counter B is used, the same is done with the prime 3 instead 
of 2. 
In order to design a linear context-free grammar Gw, we will need the following 
nonterminals: 
CA:= {Ak 1 kcK}, 
and S as the starting symbol of Gnr, 
The rules of GM are collected in the following sets: 
{S+Hj%( ZjEZ,(,,t): start M in an initial state with empty counters. 
For each transition k:= (zi, y, cA, cB, zj)EK the following sets of rules are defined: 
{Hi+yAk}: M reads y and starts to try the operation cA on counter A, which means 
that the encoding of p by the string X* appears to the right of the nonterminal Ak. 
{Ak+xAkx2 1 if cA = - l}: the successive subtraction is done by opening 2 brackets 
until there are as many as there are closing brackets, which will finally be checked by 
cancelling with the set EQ. 
{&+x2 Akx I if CA = + l} : twice as many brackets x are opened at the left of Ak as 
there appear closing brackets at the right. 
(Ak-+_x2Akx2 I if c= test}: the number p at the right of Ak is divided by 2, hopefully 
with a remainder and recovered at the left of A,. 
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{&-+&xX 1 if cA = + 1 or cA = - 1} : the additional pair x.? leads to a string in EQ 
only if the string immediately to the right of these two symbols is already an element of 
EQ*, remember: L%EQ = L%EQ*. The symbol Bk means that, still with transition 
number k, counter B will now be altered according cB. 
{Ak-+xBkxXxI if c,.,= test}: the remainder 1 is subtracted, xX marks the empty 
counter A and the former counter content is correctly restored at the left-hand side of 
the new symbol &. 
(Bk+X3BkXIif cB= -1). 
{Bk-+XBkX31if cB= +l). 
{Bk+X3 &X3 )if c,=test}. 
{B,+xXHjIifc,=+l arc,=-l}. 
(Bk+XXXHjX/if cB=test). 
{Bk+X2xXHjX2 ) if cB= test}: these rules yield the altering of counter B by similar 
rules as before. If the next state Zj is a final state, and both counters are empty, then we 
can accept the string produced so far by the symbols in V\X and the nonterminal Hj 
may disappear through the last rule in the set: 
{ Hj~Xx ( ZjEZ,,d ~. 0 
L(GM)%EQ = E is thus proved, since GM is linear context-free, the cancellation with 
the set EQ checks the contents of the counters and in addition tests that the moves of 
the counter automaton were performed properly. 
Corollary 2.6. 
C’% D>* c Lin % EQ, - - 
Cf % DT c Lin % EQ, - 
Lin % D:* c Lin % EQ. - - 
Proof. The inclusions follow directly from Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.3 proves the 
second inclusion to be proper, and the inclusion Lin% D>* c Ret has been shown in 
[15]. 0 
Definition 2.7. A place/transition net (P/T net, for short) N:=(S, T, W) consists of 
a set of places S:=(sl,s2, . . . , slsl), a set T:={tl,tz, . . . , tlTI} of transitions, and 
a weighting function W: S x Tu T x S + N which specifies W(x, y) directed arcs from 
node x to node y. The vector t- denotes the vector W( ., t)Ef@, i.e. the smallest 
marking enabling t, and likewise t+ denotes the vector W(t, .)EN’, respectively. 
A capacity function is not used here and the sets S and Tare disjoint nonempty finite 
sets. Thus, N is nothing but a finite bipartite graph. 
A Petri net system C:=(N, MO, Mf, k, V) is specified by a P/T net N, finite sets 
MO c Ns (resp. Mf 5 Ns) of initial and final markings, respectively. Vis an alphabet of 
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labels for the transitions and h : T+ V+ is a nonerasing labelling homomorphism 
which shall be omitted if it is an isomorphism between T and V. 
Let C:=(N, M,,, Mr, h, V) be a Petri net system. Then we define the relation [w) on 
NS x IV’ for each WET* by 
(a) M[n)M for each marking MEF@, 
(b) M[t)M’ift->,MandM’=M-t-+t’foreacht~TandmarkingsM,M’ENS, 
(c) M[w)M” if w=ut for some UET *, tgTand there exists M’such that M[u)M’ 
and M’ [t) M”. 
The terminal (L-type in [21]) language of the system C is defined as follows: - 
L(C):={h(w)( 3rn,~M~, 3m,EM,: m,[w)m,}. 
A string WET* such that m,[w)m holds is called a transition sequence, thereby 
distinguishing it from the so-called firing sequence h(w). It was shown already by 
Hack [ll, Theorems 2.3, S.S] that the class L of Petri net languages - 
4:= {L(C) ) C any Petri net system} 
is identical to the set of those Petri net languages L(C) where C satisfies the following 
normal form restrictions: 
l Each of the sets M0 and Mf contains only one single, nonzero marking m. (resp. mf) 
i.e. m. # 9 # mf. Only mf # O_ amounts to some minor and obvious modification in 
Cl 11. 
l The labelling homomorphism is a coding, i.e. h : T-t V. 
l Each transition of N in C=(N,mo, mf, h, V) has at least one input and one output 
place, i.e. V&T 3p,q~S: W(p, t)#O# W(t,q). 
l The underlying Petri net N has no self-loops, i.e., VpeS: t ’ (p) . t - (p) = 0. 
In [14] it was shown for the first time that terminal Petri net languages can be 
obtained by Dycki-reductions from the context-free languages, i.e. L c Cf”/ 0’:. This - - 
result is generalized here by the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. L G Lin% DT, i.e. for each terminal Petri net language KEL there exists 
a linear context-freelanguage LeLin such that K = L% 0:. 
- 
- 
The encoding of the reachable markings in a Petri net by strings of opening 
parentheses x will be the same as described in [14,1.5] but the (labels of the) transitions 
can no longer be generated by the underlying linear grammar in the original sequence 
of their occurrence in the firing sequence. 
Thus, in order to prove Theorem 2.8, we have to show first that the family L of Petri 
net languages is closed with respect to a new operator based on the operation of 
twisting the firing sequences defined as follows: 
Definition 2.9. The operation twist : V* + V* is defined recursively for any WE V* and 
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symbols a, by V, by 
twist(awb):= ab . twist(w), 
twist(a):= u, 
twist(;_):= 3.. 
The operator TWIST is defined on families of languages 9 in the usual way by 
TWIST(y):= {twist(L)) LEY} 
It is not hard to see that the family of context-free languages Cf is not closed under 
TWIST: Consider the language K := {a’” b” cm d” ) n, me N}~Linz Cf then twist(K) is - _’ 
not context-free, since 
Note also that with COPY:={wwI WEV*) and PAL:=jwwrev[ WEV*} one has 
twist(COPY)=PAL, and twist(PAL)={yy]yEV}*EReg. 
It is not surprising that regular sets are closed under twist. We will show this here, 
even though it could serve as an exercise, since the main idea used is essentially the 
same which we will apply to the Petri nets in proving Theorem 2.11. However, there 
the construction is not as simple as used in the following proof. 
Theorem 2.10. TWIST(Reg) E Reg, i.e. twist(R) is regularfor any regular set REReg. -- 
Proof. Let A = ( V, Z, K, Z,,,,, , Zend) be an arbitrary finite automaton with V the input 
alphabet, 2 the set of states, Z,,,,, and Zend being the subsets of initial and final states, 
respectively, and K E Z x Vx Z the set of moves. 
Define Are”:=( V, 2, K, 2 S,ar,r -&) by g:= (2 I =Z), .krt:=Zendr -&:=Zstart, and 
It:= {(2,, x,2,) 1 (zl,x,zZ)~K]. It should be clear that (L(A))“‘=Z,(Are”). Based on 
A and A”‘, a variant of the product automaton is defined by: B:=(V, Q, K’, 
QStart, Qend) with state sets Q:=Z x 2 x (0, I>, Qstarr:=Zstart x z^,,,,, x {0}, and Qend:= 
{[z, z*, 01, [z, 3, 1) 1 ZEZ}. K’ is defined by 
VZ~EZ: ([~~,&~,O],x,[z~,Z*~,l])~K*iff(z~,x,z~)~K, 
VZ~EZ: ([zl,zlj, 1>,x,[z1,i4,0])~K* iff(P,,x,&)Ek. 
We claim that L(B)= twist(L(A)). Automaton B works on an input 
as follows: the sequence CI:=X~X~X~X~ . . . forms a prefix of a string accepted by A, 
whereas p:=x2x4x6 . . . forms a prefix of some string accepted by A”‘, hence /? is 
a suffix of some string accepted by A. The path accepting the prefix will be followed in 
the first components of the states in Q and that for the suffix in the second component. 
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The third component indicates by 0 (resp. by 1) that automaton A (automaton A’“‘, 
resp.) is simulated. If an accepting state [z, i, p] for pi (0, 11 is reached in B on input w, 
where p= 1 if the length of w is even and p=O otherwise, then the state z is reached 
in A from an initial state by input of the prefix c( and from this state z the word p” 
leads A into an accepting state. This means that A can accept the string o:= clfireV = 
x~x,,x~x,-~x~x,_~x~...xGx~x~ for which one has twist(u)=w. 0 
Theorem 2.11. TWIST(L) E 4, i.e. twist(L) is a terminal Petri net language for any 
Petri net language LEL. - 
Proof. The proof proceeds in several stages, of which the first two are trivial. First we 
consider only unlabelled Petri net systems Z:=(N,mo,mf, h, V), i.e. those where the 
homomorphism h is the identity, and each firing sequence coincides with its transition 
sequence and constructively prove that twist(L(C)) is again a transition sequence of 
some unlabelled Petri net system 5. Any labelling homomorphism h introduced later, 
by the normal form restriction is a coding such that twist(h(L)) = h(L(,f)) is immediate 
and the result will follow in its full generality. Secondly, for any given (unlabelled) 
Petri net system C:=(N,mO,mf, V) with N:=(S, T, W), and L:= L(C) define a copy 
-- - 
N:=(S, T, W) of N with all arcs reversed as follows: $:= (Sl SES}, F:= {;I tET}, and 
‘v’SE~V~E r( @‘(S, i):= lV(t, s) and 6’(?, S):= W(s, t)). Based on N, a new Petri net system 
Z:=(N,tio,fif, V) is given by setting Kzo:=mf, rE,:= mo. It is easily verified that 
L(C)=(L(C))‘e’. If in later steps a labelling homomorphism h is defined for C it 
will be extended to z by setting h(f):=h(r) for each t~i;, then, obviously, 
h(L(,?))=(h(L(C))‘“‘. 
Having done this, we construct a Petri net system C:=(A, Go, &ff, <, V) that com- 
bines C and z into a single system &‘:=(s, T, %) which simulates both nets N and 
fl independently of each other, starting with N and then alternating them. This new 
system is obtained by adding two toggling places p and 4 with one token to the 
disjoint union of N and &? in such a way that a transition of N in 2 can occur only 
if p is marked and in such a case moves the only token to the place 4. If q is marked, 
then only the transitions of N can occur and by its firing move the token back to the 
place p. The initial marking $, of i will be defined to be equal to those of the subnets 
N and N on the corresponding places, i.e. VSES: ~,(s):=rn,(s),V~~~ tio(S):=fio(f), 
Go(p):= 1, and &,(q):=O. The set of final markings &If will be defined later since the 
construction is not yet completed. 
Obviously, we have to define s:= S u su {p, q}, p:= T’u T’, where transitions in T’ 
(resp. in T’) behave exactly as those in T(resp. in F) with the only modification that in 
addition they move the token from p to q, while the transitions in T’ move it back to 
place p. The new arc weighting matrix ii/ will be defined later on the base of the old 
wand @ (to which sets we will refer then). The sets T’ and T’ will be enlarged even 
further, in the following. At this stage of the construction the system 5 will never reach 
the zero marking 0 by firing transitions because either place p or place q is marked. 
Moreover, mcz[ko) implies C,,fi m(s) 3 3, since the total number of tokens in N (and 
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hence also in N and in m(p) + m(q) for each reachable marking m) never dips below 1. 
This is due to the normal form requirement in Definition 2.7. 
The transition sequences WE F with Gzi, [w)G& in 5 all have a decomposition of the 
following form: 
- - 
where ti, Liz . ti,,EL(C) and tj, tj,~ 1 . tj, EL(C) are transition sequences in the original 
nets. The primed transitions in 2 are those having the same label but having been 
modified regarding the toggling places. Obviously, tj, . . . tin_, tj, is a transition 
sequence in N, but not necessarily the same as ti, ti, . . . tin because N and N behave 
completely independent of each other. 
Let us now assume, for the sake of an easier understanding, that each transition 
sequence w with m0 [ w) m, in N has even length. This can be done without care, since 
the construction can simply be modified to also cover transition sequences of odd 
length. Only the final markings have to be changed and this is done similarly as in the 
previous proof of Theorem 2.10 for the finite automata. 
Now, if IwI =n= 2r is even and both subnets N and # use the same transition 
sequence v = iire’, i.e. ti, = ijk for all 1 <k < n, then the marking reached from &, after 
exactly Y = n/2 steps is identical in the corresponding places of the subnets N and fl: 
implies m(s)=m(s) for each SE& m(p)= 1 and m(q)=O. 
If, on the other hand, u =ul u2 . . . u, with UiE T (resp. v= v1 v2 . . . vr, UjET) are 
transition sequences in N (resp. in @) that reach the same marking in the correspond- 
ing places, then uu rey is a transition sequence in N. Since 1 u I= / v 1, we have the following 
transition sequence in 2 by using the modified transitions U; and vi: 
~o[u~v’~u~v~...u~u~+,)m, such that m(p)=1 andm(s)=m(S). 
Thus, in order to use the system 2 for generating the language (see Fig. 1) 
twist(l(Z))= { ( = w w u1v2r~2v2r_l . ..u.v,.+~ with~~11~...u,v,+~v,+~...v~~ 
EL(V) 
we would need the following infinite set of final markings: 
Mf:={mEN(S)m(p)=l,m(q)=O, and Vs~S:m(s)=m(s)j. 
The first idea to use A-transitions as silent moves for checking the equality of the 
corresponding places in the final markings to be reached must be taken with great 
care. It is known that A-transitions increase the generating power of Petri nets, see for 
instance [ 12). We can do this in some controlled way by performing one silent move 
which decreases s by w(i, S) (resp. S by W(t, s)) after transition t of the subnet N (resp. 
of 15) has added one token to the place s (resp. S). Hence, if transition t has to add 
a token to place s, it might instead be tested whether the corresponding token is 
already present on the corresponding place S by removing it. 
Fig. 1. A simple example. 
In 
t followed by a silent i-transition which has s and S as its only input 
places. Following this idea we will add to 2 all possibilities of new transitions that 
combine an ordinary transition from T or with a in the way. 
Since marking reached r steps m0 cannot larger than * k+mo(s) 
k being maximum tokens transition can put on in a step, we at 
most such “l-transitions” order to a marking which only of the 
places is 
The final to be then should zero on but one places p 4, 
if transition sequence odd length). the set final markings 





1 if y=q, 
0 otherwise. 
For each transition tET define a new set: 
r(t):= (tZ 1 z d t+ with W(s, tz):= W(s, t) and 
W(S; tJ:= W(t,.s)--Z(s)=(t+ -z)(s) and 
W(t=,s):=z(s) and W(t,,S):=O and 
W(t,,p):= W(q, t,):=O and 
W( p, t,):= W(t,, q):= 1 for each SES}. 
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Likewise, for each transition IE r define the set: 
r(t):= {fz 1 z d I’ with W(S, iJ:= W(S, f) and 
W(s,t,):= IV(~,S)--z(5)=(ti -z)(S) and 
W(t,,s):=O and W(t;,S):=z(S) and 
W(p, tz):= W(f=, q):=O and 
W(fz,p):= W(q, F=):= 1 for each SES). 
For later use let us write f(T):= UreT r(t) and likewise f(F):= UrET r(t). Finally, set 
T:=T(T)uT(T). 
Also define the following coding y : T(T)u r( T)+ T by y(t,):= t and y(tz):= t for each 
JET. Hence, y-‘(t)=T(t). 
From the above definition one concludes: 
V*,??l’,l?MP Vr~T’d’t’, Per(t): 
(m [t’ ) m’ and m [t”) m”) implies 
(m’(i)-m’(i+~S~+l)=m”(i)-m”(i+IS[+l)) for each l<i<l+(S(. (*) 
The same situation holds for transitions i’ and t” in the set r(t) which, too, are 
distinguished only by the index z<f+. 
Transition t, removes as many tokens from s as does r, but instead of placing r’(s) 
tokens on place s, it puts only z(s) tokens and removes t’(s)-Z(S) tokens from the 
corresponding place S in the reversed copy N of N. In this way a i-transition with 
input places s and S removing (r ’ - “I)(S) tokens from each of these places afterwards is 
simulated without using any silent transition. 
Note that t’(s) = z(s) for each SES; then an old transition rE T is extendable by the 
above construction to the transition r,+ or, which has the same effect - as regards its 
restriction on the subnet N - as had the former t. 
Now we will formally prove that, indeed, L(z)= twist(L(C)), if a marking is used as 
final marking which has only one token on place p which indicates that a transition 
sequence of even length must have been used. 
Pro~~~qfL(~)z twist(l(Z)): Let v-r1 t,, t, rzrP1 . . . trr,.+l be the twist of an arbit- 
rary transition sequence tl r2 r3 . . t2,d(C), i.e. uEtwist(L(C)). We will inductively 
define a sequence [U’i]i~h of transition sequences WiE F*. These transition sequences 
will be shown to be firable but do not necessarily lead to a final marking. 
Initially, u’,, will be defined as follows: 
~~:=~-‘(a)n~t=,t:,It~T,t’~T,z~:=r+, and zz:=?‘}*. 
Suppose, WiE F* has already been defined; then U’i + 1 is obtained as follows: Let m be the 
marking reachable by wi from 6,,, i.e., &[wi)m and 3j,<lS( such that both m(j)> 1 
and m( j + I SI + 1) 3 1. In vt’i = rZ, . . tZ, . . rZ,,, where tE Tu r, choose k maximal with 
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zk(j)> 1 and define Wi+l:=tz, . . . t,,_y . . . &+, where y is an 1 S I-dimensional vector with 
y(j)= 1 and y(r)=0 for r#j. If no such marking m exists then w~+~:= Wt. 
The following properties hold for [Wi]iew: 
(1) The sequence [wi]isN becomes static after finitely many steps since & [wi)ml 
and Go [wi+ 1 ) m2 implies m, 2 m2 and each entry of a marking is bounded below by 
zero. 
(2) If wi is a transition sequence in 2 then also Wi+l is a transition sequence in 
2 because the token generated in wi and not in Wi+l is never used in the suffix 
following the modified transition t,,. In this suffix tokens are only removed from the 
place in question, so that the marking reached by occurrence of Wi tells us which 
tokens are not needed in this suffix. 
(3) &[wi>+ and moIIwi+l >m2 implies m,(j)-m,(j+ISI+1)=m2(j)- 
m,(j + 1 S I+ 1) by the definition of T; see (*) above. 
Summarizing the facts about [Wi]ieN we make the following observations: (1) shows 
that after a finite number of steps, a static transition sequence w’ is reached such that 
~,[w’)m’ and, for all j<l+lSl, one of m’(j) or m’(j+lSl+l) must equal zero, 
otherwise the inductive definition would still have changed w’. Since u was based on 
a valid transition sequence t1 t2 t3 . . . tZr in Z we know that m, [t 1 . . . t,)m” and 
m”[t,+ 1 . . . tzr)mf. It follows that w. is a transition sequence in 2, since both parts 
C and 2 of 2 work independently, only synchronized by toggling the marking of 
places p and q. We conclude that for Go [w. )m”’ the components j and j + ) S I+ 1 of 
m”’ must be equal for all 1 d j < \SI. Due to (3), this then holds for all transition 
sequences in [Wi]isN. Except for p and q the corresponding components of m”‘, therefore, 
have to be zero. This means that for r?zo [tv’) m’ the marking m’ reached must be equal 
to zero except for the place p, i.e. m’ = ihe,,, Still y(w’) = u holds, which is important for 
the extension of the proper coding h to the transitions in ?? if h is a coding used in C, 
even if it is the identity, then extend h tof: p+h(T) byf(t’):= h(y(t’)) for each t/E?. 
Proof of L(z) c twist(L(C)): For an arbitrary transition sequence w in 2 w= 
t,, iz,, t,, iZ,,_, . . . t,? f=,+, such that tio[w)ti,,,, we have to verify that 
~(w)=t~t~,t~t~~_~ . . . t,t,+,=twist(v) 
for some u+zL(C). Obviously, u= t1 t2 t3 . . t2,, and in order to prove that u is a legal 
transition sequence in f we modify the transitions in w as follows: Each transition 
tzj is replaced by tj= tt; yielding the sequence w’. Still, y(w’)= u, by definition of y, and 
w’ is a legal transition sequence in C that no longer reaches the final marking liz,,,,. 
This is obvious from the fact that t- = t; for any transition tE T and any modification 
4 as long as the restriction of t; on to the places of the subnet X within 2 are 
considered. The same holds true for the transitions t and fZ with respect to the subnet 
2 within 2. By observation (*) it follows that the marking reached by w’ with 
Go [w’) m is such that (*) is still valid, which means that for each 1 <i < 1 + 1 S\ one has 
m(i)-m(i+ISI+l)=O. But this means that the marking reached by vl:=tI tZ... t, 
from m, in C is identical to that reached in z from fro = mf by u2 := tZ, tz,- 1 . . . t,+ 1 . 
Removing the toggling places p and q (together with their impinging arcs) from 
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2 would immediately show that vr is a transition sequence in C and v2 one in c. Thus, 
vr(v2)rev = v is a legal transition sequence in C with mo[v)m,. 
For those transition sequences that are of odd length, we can use the same 
construction and have to use the marking Godd. The formal verification is now left to 
the reader. 0 
As an example, let us construct the system 2 for the trivial net N having two places 
s and r and two transitions labeled a and b with initial marking ma(s):= 1, m,,(r):=0 
and final marking mf(s):=O, m,(r):= 3 as shown in Fig. 2. The system 2 as it is 
defined by the construction in the proof of Theorem 2.11 is depicted in Fig. 3. 
The reachability graph for the net shown in Fig. 3 is displayed in Fig. 4. What we 
still have to show is how we can use this result to prove Theorem 2.8 and the 
generation of Petri net languages by reduction from linear context-free languages with 
the Dyck set DT. 
Let N:=(S, T, W) be any Petri net. We will encode each marking mENS reached 
from m, in a system Z:=(N,mo,mf,h, V) by a string of opening brackets x of length 
c(m). The encoding homomorphism c : NS --f N \ {0} maps the additive monoid NS into 
the multiplicative monoid N \ (0) as follows: 
c(Q):= 1 
where Pk denotes the kth prime number in the sequence 2,3,5, . . It is easily verified 
(see also [14,15]) that c(m+m’)=c(m). c(m’). Now, we define a linear context-free 
grammar G:=( V,, VT, P, S) for any Petri net system X as follows: 
Definition 2.12. Let C:=(N, m,,, mf, h, V) be any Petri net system based on the P/T net 
N:=(S, T, W). The context-free grammar G,:=( VN, VT, P, S) is given by the following 
productions of P, where capital letters are the nonterminals of V, and VT:= (x,X> w I/ 
Fig. 2. Net N before the construction 




Fig. 3. Net k after construction. 
are the terminals: 
p:+-*xC@%4t~vtET) 
u {S+A 1 if m. =mf} 
u (At-+x -cW) &@+ 1, A,-+)& 1 vt, t’ET) 
u{&&+)B XC(‘_), f B,+A,,h(t)IVt, t/ET}, 
u {B,+h(t)x 7 cWL7) ~,~X’(“~‘h(t)~VtETVmgE~jS: m,Ct)w). 
Using the construction in Definition 2.12 the following lemma can be shown. 
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Fig. 4. Reachability graph for r. A marking (m(s), m(r). m(S), m(F), m(q)) is written without commas since all 
its components m, have only one digit. The marking m’ is directly reachable from m iff there exists an arc 
from m down to m’. 
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Lemma 2.13. L(GZ)% DT = twist- ‘(L(Z)). 
Proof. First note that twist - l(abw) =a. twist(w). b. It will thus be sufficient to look at 
a sequence of derivation steps in GZ that simulate two transitions in C. Suppose we are 
given a sentential form of GZ containing a substring u=uxiA,b with a, 6$(x,X), or 
u = xi A,a, and v is a prefix, or v = ux’ A,, and v is a suffix. 
Further, let i=c(m) be the encoding of a marking as defined before. Then the only 
applicable productions are: A,-+~C(‘-)A,.?C(“), or A,+h(t)B,.. Since hex is noneras- 
ing, the first production has to be applied n =Li/c(t- ) J times. Otherwise a derivation 
of a full Dyck string in L)T will not be possible. On the other hand, i has to be a multiple 
of c(t- ). Application of the productions then yields the string Xc@+ I.” to the right of the 
nonterminal A,, where n=c(m)/c(t-). Obviously, c(t’). c(m)/c(t-)=c(m- t- + t’), 
which is the encoding of the marking reached in C from m by the occurrence of 
transition t. The reasoning for nonterminal B,, is similar but the terminal h(t’) will 
appear to the right of the symbol B,,. This cycle can be iterated until a terminal 
production is applied. The sentential form generated by the initial rule of GZ encodes 
the initial marking of the net C. 0 
Now, this result enables us to complete the proof of Theorem 2.8: Let LE& be any 
Petri net language specified by a Petri net system satisfying the normal form require- 
ment of Definition 2.7, i.e. using a net without self-loops or silent /l-transitions, having 
one initial and one final marking, L:= L(Z:,), where Ci := (N, mO, m,, h, V) is such that 
h : T” + V* is a coding. 
By Theorem 2.11 we find a new Petri net system CZ such that 
K:= L(C,)=twist(L(C,))= twist(L), 
and applying Lemma 2.13, we find a linear context-free grammar G such that 
L(G)%DT=twist-‘(K)=twist-‘(L(C2))=twist-’(twist(L(C,)))=L(C,)=L. 
Looking at the proof of Theorem 2.8 one realizes that the cancellation is solely done 
with the strings from the set EQ. Thus, we could as well use either the cancellation 
L(G)% D;* or L(G)%EQ. 
In [ 143 it was shown that L c Cf% D;*, and we have generalized this result by using 
the smaller family Lin of linear context-free languages. Theorem 2.4 showed that the 
class Lin% EQ contains each recursively enumerable set. This characterization 
presumably is not valid for the class Cf % D\*. - 
Proposition 2.14. Previous work has shown that 
l the emptiness problem is undecidable for the class Lin% 0’: (see [15]), 
l the word problem is decidable for the class Lin%D;*(see [IS]). - 
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Still unknown, however, is the answer to the following question: 
l Is the word problem decidable for the class Cf % D;*? 
In [ 151 a deterministic context-free grammar zs given that yields an NP-complete 
language as L(G)%D>*. This establishes a lower bound for the hardness of the word 
problem. 
Our second important result relies on the encoding of sentential forms and of 
counters using strings from the set D ‘T and will also work with DT. The following 
lemma is only used for a simpler proof of Theorem 2.17 and shows that, under certain 
restrictions, the leftmost derivations of a context-free grammar that lead to a terminal 
word, in which every subword from {x,X, I* belongs to a (possibly longer) word from 
D\*, are uniquely determined by the substring generated from (x,X}* so far. 
Lemma 2.15. Let G =(N, T, P, S) be a context-free grammar, {x,X} E T, V:= Nu T. 
If for a nonterminal AEN there is a kEN such that (l))(3) below hold, then for any 
sententialform wuAv, w~(T\(x,?c})*, u~{x,X}*, UE V*, there is at most one sentential 
form wuu’av’v derivable from wuAv such that uu’~D>*: 
(1) Pn(A+v,Av,Iv,, VIE V*} contains exactly one element, namely A+Xk Aw, 
WE{X}* 
(2) for each n, 0~ n d k, there is at most one production A+X”aw, aE T\{x, X), WE V* 
(3) there are no productions other than those mentioned in (1) or (2) with a left-hand 
side A. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there are two distinct sentential forms that could 
be derived from wuAv, say wuui au1 v and wuu2 bv2v, such that uui and uu2 are in D;*. 
Then ui = u2 since all productions of G with left-hand side A derive X to the left of A. 
All terminating productions derive less than k symbols X, so A-+xkAw has to be 
applied 1 u1 ldiv k times, and then only one production may be used. Thus, the leftmost 
derivation of wuAv is uniquely determined. 
Definition 2.16. Let 9, X be families of languages, then the wedge operation A is 
defined by 
5?4A:=(LIL=MnK for some ME-Y and KEX}. 
The following theorem shows the relation between the class Cf”%DT and the 
closure of intersections of A-free context-free languages with respect% nested iterated 
substitution. 
Theorem 2.17. t”(X(Cf” A Cf”)) E Cf% DT. - - - 
Proof. As a simplification, we omit the nonerasing homomorphism, but it will become 
clear that we could include it into the construction by introducing more productions. 
We will now prove by induction a slightly stronger version of the above theorem: 
for every language L~r”(Cfd A Cf”) there is a context-free grammar G with - - 
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L(G)% DT = L and G derives no terminal string that ends or begins with a parenthesis 
symbol. To this end we will use induction on the generation of languages by 
application of nested iterated substitution starting with the intersections of context- 
free languages. For the basis of the induction let L, =L(G,) and LZ=L(G2) be 
context-free languages, G1 and G2 are context-free grammars. Without loss of general- 
ity,letG,=(N,,T,,P,,S,)beinChomskynormalformandG,=(N,,T;?,P2,SZ)in 
the following version of the super-normal form from [19]: 
where we may suppose further that (T, u T,)n {x, i} = 8 and A&L, u L2. 
In the sequel we will construct step by step a context-free grammar G:= (N, T, P, S) 
that generates L = L1 n L2 = L(G)%DT. For every string WEL with less than 3 charac- 
ters, P contains a production S-tw. For every sentential form AKEN* that is 
derivable from S1 and contains exactly 3 nonterminal symbols there is a rule 
S-+L,BRc in P. The symbols LA and Rc serve as end markers that prevent G from 
generating x’s and X’s at the end or beginning of a sentential form. The terminating 
productions of L and R symbols generate encodings of initial and final pushdown 
contents, respectively, according to the encoding described below. The remaining 
productions are divided into two groups: those in the first group simulate productions 
of G1 and do not generate terminal symbols directly but derive an H,J or K symbol 
whenever G, would yield a terminal symbol. The nondeterministic choice of H,J or 
K depends on how Gz yields a terminal symbol (call it a) at this point. KB_aw means 
a production B-taw is applied, JB+ocD means a production B-+aCD is applied and H, 
means that the symbol a is generated by an application of a production A+uaw to the 
left of a. 
The remaining productions of G maie sure that the choices of the above symbols 
were made correctly by keeping a pushdown stack of yet unprocessed symbols 
encoded by parentheses. We set k:= (IV2 I+ 1 T,( + 1 and define a mapping 
f:(T2uN2)*+N by 
f(A):=O, 
f(tiw):=(Nz(+i+k.f(w) for tiET,y l<i<lTz(, 
f(Ajw):=j+k.f(w) for AjENz, l<j< INzl. 
We are now prepared for the set of productions of P: 
p:=(s~wIJwlg2} 
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u{A+Ke,,,/ A+uEP,, B+awcP,) 
u{L,+L,C( A+BCEP,) 
u(RA+BRc~A+BC~P1} 
u {L,+ax f(BC)J A-tacP1, S2-faBC~P2} 
u{R~+X~(~’ a 1 A-+a~p,, E+uEP,} 
u {RA+XJ‘(“) a 1 A-+uGP,) 
u { J,+,,,+XJ B+aCI)~k2 (B+aCLkP,} 
u ( JS,acD+iS(B) axScrD) 1 B+aClkP,} 
u{H,4?H,x)aET1j 
u {H,+.@a 1 a~ T, ) 
u {Ks,,,+xk KS,,,xk’“’ I B-+uwEP~ 1 
u{Ktl -W-+X -s(B) ax/(“‘) I B+uwEP~ ). 
Inspection of P shows that the first part indeed simulates Gi and the productions with 
a left-hand side J, H or K conform with the premise of Lemma 2.15. Taking into 
account that each L symbol generates encodings of initial sentential forms only and 
R symbols yield encodings of final sentential forms, it is inductively guaranteed by 
Lemma 2.15, that the leftmost derivation of a string consisting entirely of J, H and 
K symbols is uniquely determined if it is to derive complete Dyck subwords. It will 
yield a terminal string if and only if the choice of productions is correct. 
Obviously, no parentheses are ever generated at the edges of sentential forms. This 
concludes the basis of the proof. For the inductive step, suppose that a language L on 
an n-element alphabet and n languages L1, L2, , L, are given, ai~Li for all terminal 
symbols ai of L, 1 <i < n. Further, {L, L,, , L, j c ?(C’%Df) and there are gram- - 
mars of the above type for all n+ 1 languages by the inductive hypothesis, 
L=L(G)%DT, G=(N, T,P,S), L=L(Gi)%DT. 
For the nested iterated substitution t given by t(ai):= Li for every terminal symbol 
Ui of L we will describe a grammar for r”(L). Without loss of generality, we suppose 
that the nonterminal symbols of the grammars generating the above languages Li are 
disjoint. Now, omitting further details, the grammar Gi:=(N,, T,, P,,S) for 7”(L) is 
given by N,:=NuN,uNz...N, T,:=T,u...uT,,, and Pf:=P’uP1uPZu~~~uPn, 
where P’ consists of the productions P, modified in such a way that on the right-hand 
side of each production terminal symbols are replaced by starting symbols of the 
appropriate grammar for L 1, . . . , L,. Finally, we observe that terminal symbols may 
be replaced by nonempty strings without disturbing the simulations. This proof works 
equally for the one-sided reduction with D’t. 0 
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Corollary 2.18. 
X(CfA Cf) c Cf % D;*, -- - 
H(CfA Cf) c Cf% DT. -- - 
Proof. By Theorem 2.17, we have Cfd A Cf” G Cf% DT for the trivial substitution of - - 
a terminal symbol with itself. Should the intersection of two languages contain 2, then 
we include the production S-+1. into the context-free grammar in which the Dyck 
strings are to be cancelled. 0 
Note that the inclusion Cf” A Cf” c Cf%DT is proper. To see this consider the - - - 
language 
which is obtained as L(G,)%DT: GE:= (NE, Te, PE, S,), where NE:= (S,, L, R, A}, 
TE:= (a,x,xj, and PE:= {S+LAR, L-Lx, L-+x, R-+ZR, R+Z, A-rxAAx, A+a). 
If E were the intersection of two context-free languages L1 and L2 then 
E=L,nL,=(L,n{a}*)n(L,n{a}*)=R f or a regular set R, since Cf is closed with 
respect to intersection with regular sets and a context-free language on a singular 
alphabet is known to be regular itself. E is obviously not regular, so E$CfA Cf: 
The family Cj”! DT has many interesting properties that follow from [l,Th&rem 
41 and from Theorem 2.17. 
Corollary 2.19. The intersection of any two languages from the family Cfu L is 
contained in each of the following families: Cf % DT, Cf % D;*, or Cf % EQ. - - - - - 
From Theorem 2.17 we may immediately conclude Corollary 2.20 in [15]. 
Corollary 2.20. The emptiness problem of neither Cf % DT, Cf % D>*, nor of Cf % EQ is - - - 
decidable. 
3. Conclusion 
Not only zp(X’(L A Cf )), by the results in [15], but also the class 
r”(s(Cf” A Cf”)) is obtainable by one-sided or two-sided Dyck reductions from the 
family of context-free languages. 
We have generalized the result from [14] by showing L G Lin% DT (see also [16]). 
We were able to show that the word problem is decidable foxhe class Cf % DT and 
undecidable for Cf % EQ, while this is still an open question for Cf % DF. - - 
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